Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate that temporal differentiation of optical pulses can be realized in a slow & fast light system based on a resonance. The waveform of a 13 ns Gaussian pulse was experimentally first-order differentiated.
where e G is the net signal power gain, ω o is the central frequency of the resonance, Γ B is the resonance FWHM width and E in (ω) is the pulse input spectrum. According to the Fourier transform properties, it can be simply anticipated that the output pulse will be temporal shifted by an amount of G/Γ B and the effective delay can be tuned by varying G, which is essentially the principle of resonance-based slow & fast light. For small frequency detunings ω−ω o , the phase shifts satisfies the condition G/Γ B (ω−ω o ) ‹‹ 1 and the transfer function can be further simplified as:
It is interesting to point out that the second term in the transfer function is the required spectral response for a firstorder differentiator and the output signal in the time domain can be simply expressed by this sum.
The output signal is formed by the sum of the input signal plus its derivative weighted by the gain factor. For large gains the derivative term can be strongly dominant and leads to a simple visual interpretation of the delay/advancement effect and of the signal temporal shapes, as illustrated by the experimental traces shown in Fig. 1 for a fast light system. The sign of the derivative is simply reversed for a slow light system. + + + Fig. 1 . Time traces of an optical pulse exiting from a Brillouin fast light system for different pump powers (black line represents the input pulse). The insert depicts the sum given by Equ.3 to interpret the experimental traces squared (thus rectified) by the power-dependent photodetection.
